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Notice of Meeting:
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OBJECTIVE:
To oversee the implementation and monitoring of the Regional Public Transport Plan in Hamilton.

SCOPE OF ACTIVITY:
1.

To consider and recommend on matters relevant to the implementation and monitoring of the
Regional Public Transport Plan as it affects Hamilton City.

POWER TO ACT:
1.

To recommend in respect of matters relating to the implementation and monitoring of the
Regional Public Transport Plan as they affect Hamilton City.

REFERENCE DOCUMENTS:
Hamilton Public Transport Joint Committee Agreement (Doc#9436774)
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Presentation: Peter Nation from Mystery Creek
This will be a verbal update on the opportunities for Public Transport to
support events.
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This report provides the Hamilton Public Transport Joint Committee with
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Waipa and Waikato District Council membership on Hamilton Public
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This report considers a proposal to include membership on the Hamilton
Public Transport Joint Committee from Waikato District Council and Waipa
Regional Council on matters relating to satellite services for
recommendation back to Hamilton City Council and Waikato Regional
Council.
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Report to Hamilton Public Transport Joint Committee
May 2017– To be received
File No:

03 04 21

Date:

28 May 2017

To:

Chief Executive Officer

From:

Chief Financial Officer

Subject:

Hamilton Public Transport Update

Section:

A (Committee has delegated authority to make decision)

Purpose
To provide the Hamilton Public Transport Joint Committee with information on matters relevant to the
implementation and monitoring of the Waikato Regional Public Transport Plan 2015-25 as it affects
Hamilton City.
Recommendations:
1. That the report Hamilton Public Transport Update (Doc #10018119 dated 28 May 2017) be
received for information.
Background
The Hamilton Public Transport Joint Committee has been established to oversee the implementation
and monitoring of the Regional Public Transport Plan in Hamilton. The scope of activity of the Joint
Committee1 is:
‘To consider and recommend on matters relevant to the implementation and monitoring
of the Regional Public Transport Plan as it affects Hamilton City.’
The Waikato Regional Public Transport Plan 2015-25 (RPTP) was prepared in 2014/15 as a requirement
of Part 5 of the Land Transport Management Act 2003. The purpose of the RPTP is to identify public
transport services that will be provided over the next 10 years, along with the policies, procedures,
information, and infrastructure to support the delivery of those services.
The RPTP was developed in close collaboration between Waikato Regional Council, the Hamilton City
Council, bus operators and other key stakeholders including the New Zealand Transport Agency
(NZTA). The RPTP provides an agreed framework to grow an affordable public transport system that
contributes to the economic, social and environmental vitality of the region.

1

Terms of Reference – Hamilton Public Transport Joint Committee
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Report Structure
This report is prepared quarterly or as required to provide the Hamilton Public Transport Joint
Committee with information on matters relevant to the implementation and monitoring of the RPTP
as it affects Hamilton City.
The report is divided into three sections as outlined below. The topics covered in each section will vary
as the implementation of the RPTP progresses.
1

2

Regional Public Transport Plan Implementation......................................................................3
1.1

Implementation of New Bus Contracts ................................................................................... 3

1.2

Service Improvements for North-East Hamilton..................................................................... 5

1.3

Procurement of a New Electronic Ticketing System Update .................................................. 6

1.4

Fare Review Project Update.................................................................................................... 6

1.5

Ministry of Education School Transport Review ..................................................................... 7

1.6

Real Time Information Update................................................................................................ 7

Operations Activity Report .....................................................................................................8
2.1

Patronage Update ................................................................................................................... 8

2.2

Orbiter Route Change.............................................................................................................. 9

2.3

CBD Shuttle & Hospital Services Review ............................................................................... 11

2.4

North Waikato Review .......................................................................................................... 11

2.5

Special Events........................................................................................................................ 12

2.6

Public Transport Marketing................................................................................................... 14

3. Assessment of Significance ......................................................................................................14
Appendix 1 – RPTP Key Actions Overview ....................................................................................15
Appendix 2 - Summary of Hamilton Network Changes Confirmed in the Regional Public Transport
Plan 2015 - 2025..........................................................................................................................17
Appendix 3 – Orbiter Analysis......................................................................................................18
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1 Regional Public Transport Plan Implementation
This section of the report provides information of key implementation actions identified in the RPTP
as it affects Hamilton City. Appendix 1 of this report provides an overview of key actions identified
within the RPTP, along with indicative timeframes and information that will be presented to the Joint
Committee.

1.1 Implementation of New Bus Contracts
Action A55 of the RPTP (pg. 59) confirms the Regional Council will procure and implement new bus
contracts. Last year Council called for tenders and awarded new contracts to operate bus services
within Hamilton and services between Hamilton and surrounding towns. The services were allocated
into five contractual units and each contract has a nine-year term.
The commencement dates for new contracts are outlined in the table below:
Unit No.

Unit Name

Description

Unit Start

Bus Operator

1

Hamilton West

Comprising all bus services on the
western side of Hamilton.

30 Sep 2017

Pavlovich
Coachlines

Hamilton East

Comprising all bus services on the
eastern side of Hamilton including
the Orbiter Service

27 Jan 2018

Go Bus

Bus services connecting Hamilton,
Horotiu, Ngaruawahia, Taupiri
and Huntly

18 April
2017

Go Bus

East Waikato

Bus services connecting Hamilton,
Morrinsville, Te Aroha and Paeroa

18 April
2017

Go Bus

West Waikato

Bus services connecting Hamilton,
Whatawhata and Raglan

18 April
2017

Go Bus

2

North Waikato

3
4
5

Commencement of the new contracts will coincide with implementation of the network changes
identified in the 2015 Strategic Network Review and confirmed by way of adoption of the current RPTP.
A summary of the key changes is outlined below. A more detailed overview of the network changes
by areas is included within Appendix 2 of this report.
Contractual units 3, 5 and 5 went live on the 18 of April this year. The new contacts also saw
implementation of the following improvements to bus services between Hamilton and surrounding
towns:


Introduction of Saturday and Sunday services between Morrinsville and Hamilton



Introduction of additional trips on weekdays and the return of Sunday services for Raglan



Provision of all new buses across the three contracts (12 new buses across the three contracts)
and an overall increase in total fleet capacity



Provision of free passenger Wi-Fi and USB charging ports on all buses



Provision of comprehensive CCTV systems on every bus



Provision of bike racks on buses



Consistent vehicle branding across all satellite services (as illustrated in Appendix 3):
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Photo showing some of the new buses operating on Hamilton satellite services.

Overall implementation of unit 3, 4 and 5 has gone well with the vast majority of passenger feedback
being positive. There were however some lessons learnt with regards to timeliness of updating bus
stop signage for the Raglan route, which will be factored into future changes.
Further work is planned with the Raglan Community Board to review the findings of a public survey
and explore further improvements for the Raglan bus service.
The new contracts for the western side (Unit 1) and eastern side (Unit 2) of the City go live from 30
September 2017 and 27 January 2018 respectively. Implementation of new contracts will also see the
following improvements
From October 2017, following implementation of Unit 1, comprising services on the western side of
Hamilton:
 Re-establishing 15 minute all-day frequency of the Orbiter Service on weekdays,


Provision of new and late model existing buses on the Orbiter service (new buses include USB
charging ports)



Provision of free passenger Wi-Fi on every bus



Provision of comprehensive CCTV systems on every bus



Introduction of services on weekends and public holidays for the Fitzroy route



Consistent vehicle branding across all Hamilton services (as illustrated in Appendix 3):

From January 2018, following implementation of Unit 2, comprising services on the eastern side of
Hamilton:


Introduction of new all day, 7 day a week services to Hamilton’s northern suburbs (note
recommendation in this report to investigate bringing forward improvements into 2017)



Disestablishment of the existing Ruakura Route (note recommendation in this report to
investigate earlier disestablishment in 2017 and redeployment of resource to enhance services
in Rototuna and Flagstaff)



Introduction of 30 new buses to the contracted fleet and an overall increase in total fleet
capacity



Introduction of services on weekends and public holidays for four additional routes on the
eastern side of the City (post implementation of new contracts the number of routes within
Hamilton that operate 7 days per week will increase from 12 to 17).



Provision of free passenger Wi-Fi on every bus
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Provision of comprehensive CCTV systems on every bus



Consistent vehicle branding across all Hamilton services (as illustrated in Appendix 3):

Implementation of Hamilton contracts (October this year for the western side of the city and January
2018 for the eastern side of the city) will see a number of changes to existing routes and service times.
A comprehensive communication plan will be developed and implemented prior to any significant
changes being implemented. The purpose of the plan will be to ensure existing passengers and local
residents are well informed of any pending changes to services.
Prior to implementation of the Hamilton contracts each route will be jointly reviewed by relevant staff
from the bus companies, WRC and HCC to ensure the timetables and routes remain fit for purpose and
necessary bus stop infrastructure is in place. It is anticipated that a number of routes and timetables
will require changes in consideration the changing traffic conditions and potentially in consideration
of public feedback as awareness of the pending changes increases. Any significant matters will be
brought to the Joint Committee for consideration.

1.2 Service Improvements for North-East Hamilton
At the previous joint committee meeting, members recommended that the Flagstaff and Rototuna bus
services be comprehensively reviewed with the input from the communities to ensure that service
improvements (to be implemented from January 2018) best meet community needs.
Staff are progressing the review and planned improvements for Hamilton’s north eastern suburbs as
follows:


June 2017 - Undertake community and stakeholder engagement to better understand travel
needs and service design requirements for residents in the north-eastern suburbs. Staff along
with a local research company, Versus Research will be seeking community feedback which
includes:
o Online and printed surveys
o Intercept interviews at local shopping centres
o Open days/drop in sessions for residents to come and talk to us face to face about
potential improvements
o Stakeholder workshop(s)
Staff are also exploring the feasibility of an origin and destination study for the northern
suburbs area, which would focus on mapping journeys to/from and within the Flagstaff and
Rototuna areas. The study would be designed to complement the community research better
understand travel patterns by time of day.



July 2017 – Develop/refine draft service improvement options and identification of supporting
infrastructure (such as bus stop locations) and test with key stakeholders.



August 2017 – Workshop service improvement options and stakeholder feedback with the
Joint Committee for consideration and recommendations regarding refinement and
implementation.



September 2017 – confirm service design, indicative bus stop locations and infrastructure
requirements.



October/ November/ December – confirm stop locations and commence install of stop
signage (subject to HCC process budgets).



January 2018 – Improved bus services go live for north eastern suburbs
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1.3 Procurement of a New Electronic Ticketing System Update
Action A33 of the RPTP (pg. 49) confirms Waikato Regional Council will investigate and implement a
new electronic ticketing system for all contracted services in the region. A new and improved ticketing
system is essential in terms of maintaining fare revenue assurance, enhancing network management
and planning capabilities along with enhancing the journey experience for passengers.
The Regional Council has jointly procured a new ticketing system with a consortium of eight other
Councils in New Zealand. A contract for provision of the new system has been awarded to INIT who is
specialist provider of technology solutions for public transport systems. INIT operate on a global basis
and have deployed over 130 ticketing systems around the world and support ticketing devices on over
50,000 vehicles.
Implementation of the new system in the Waikato is anticipated during the first half of 2018. The
solution will:


Provide a secure and proven platform for fare revenue and patronage data,



Provide Tag-on Tag-off functionality to enable improved reporting and network planning
capability,



Provide online smart card top-up capability for passengers,



Provide inter-operability between the eight consortium regions,



Enable a migration to the National Ticketing Programme (NTP) solution once available.

As reported at previous meetings, the interim consortium solution is expected to have a nominal life
of five years to enable consortium members to migrate into a NTP solution once available. The NTP
seeks to align public transport ticketing systems across New Zealand. The Regional Council is currently
participating in development of the NTP in partnership with other regional councils and the NZ
Transport Agency with work currently underway to prepare an indicative business case. A key input
into the business case will be a market sounding exercise to understand future technology
developments for a fit for purpose system and budget requirements.
Procurement of the interim consortium solution and participation in the NTP programme provides a
development pathway for ticketing in the region that enables us to address the immediate concerns
with the current system and deliver significant enhancements for passengers, while still having the
ability to migrate onto an NTP solution once available. In essence the approach better enables Council
to keep pace with ticketing technology improvements, which is evolving rapidly on a global basis.

1.4 Fare Review Project Update
Action A31 of the RPTP (pg. 49) requires a comprehensive review of Waikato fare structure review in
advance of implementation of a new electronic ticketing system. The purpose of the review is to ensure
that the fare system contributes to the goal for public transport:
"A growing and affordable public transport system that contributes to the economic, social and
environmental vitality of the region."
Waikato Regional Council has been working closely with Hamilton City Council, bus operators and
other key stakeholders to advance on the fare review project. The overarching objective of the fare
review is to ensure the fare system is:


Simple for customers and simple to administer



Reflective of the costs of running the service



Affordable for funders and users
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Supports increased use of public transport.

A workshop was held in September 2015 with Hamilton City and Waikato Regional Councillors to help
scope the review and identify options for further investigation. Since the workshop, staff have engaged
a consultant to undertake technical analysis in relation to a number of potential change options.
However, the project was put on hold during 2016 as it became apparent many of the options were
unable to be implemented due to the limitations of the current ticketing system and greater certainty
in relation to the timing and capability of a new and improved ticketing system was required in order
to have confidence the options were viable.
As noted above, procurement of a new system is well advanced and there is now sufficient certainty
in relation to the timing and capability of a new and improved ticketing system to recommence work
on the fare review project.
A workshop is planned prior to the Joint Committee Meeting to outline key findings from the technical
work completed to date and present some potential changes to the regional fare structure and
products for further discussion and refinement.

1.5 Ministry of Education School Transport Review
The Ministry of Education previously advised its intention to review and potentially withdraw some
school bus services in the Waikato come July 2018 where alternative suitable public transport already
exists. The buses bring pupils from outlying areas into special character schools in Hamilton.
It’s now confirmed that eight out of the 10 bus routes earmarked for withdrawal will continue to be
provided. This follows a review involving the ministry, schools and Waikato Regional Council which
found that alternative public transport options would be impractical for students once factors such as
transfers, waiting times and overall journey times were considered.
The school bus routes that will be subject to change in 2018 include the 2509 Morrinsville service to
Sacred Heart Girls College in Hamilton and the 2364 Cambridge service to St Johns College in Hamilton,
notwithstanding a request from the Waikato Regional Transport Committee that the Ministry continue
with all services until a broader review of school transport policy is undertaken.
From July 2018 students currently catching the Morrinsville will need to travel on the Route 22
Morrinsville public bus service provided by Council. While students that currently use the Cambridge
will need to travel on the Route 20 Cambridge service provided by Council.
The existing public bus from Cambridge is expected to have sufficient capacity to accommodate
students that may transfer over once the Ministry service is discontinued. The existing public bus from
Morrinsville may not have sufficient capacity depending on the number of students that may transfer
from the discontinued Ministry service. Staff are currently engaging with Hauraki and Matamata Piako
District Council to explore options should there be issues with capacity on the Morrinsville service
following withdrawal of the Ministry service in 2018.

1.6 Real Time Information Update
As previously reported to the committee, the implementation of the upgraded real time passenger
information system is significantly advanced. However, the expected go live date of 31 May 2017
previously advised has been deferred by up to three weeks at the request of the vendor. In addition,
feedback from mobile application focus groups has been positive overall with some recommendations
for improvement which have been rolled into the development of the application.
The delay is to allow for additional testing and development work to ensure the system is robust and
the integrity of the data is to the standards required before deployment. This delay is not expected to
impact operationally on the existing passenger experience or any contractual management practices.
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2

Operations Activity Report

This section of the report provides information of key operational activities and service performance
metrics relevant to public transport services in Hamilton. Operational activities covered in this report
include:
 Patronage Update
 Orbiter route change
 CBD Shuttle & Hospital services review
 Public Transport marketing update.

2.1 Patronage Update
The tables and graph below provide an overview of patronage for Hamilton services in the last 12
months. Patronage for the month of April was significantly down compared to the same month the
year prior. However the decline is primarily attributable to the Easter holidays falling within April and
in close proximity to ANZAC day and school holidays, which likely resulted in employees throughout
NZ taking additional annual leave compared to the same time last. WRC for example saw a 70%
increase the amount of annual leave taken in April compared to the same time last year. Other regions
within NZ saw a similar level of patronage decline for April.
March saw an increase in patronage over the previous year, of which the University of Waikato
concession was a contributor. Feedback from University management indicate the concession is
proving popular with staff and students.
Area

Monthly patronage
Apr-17
% change

Patronage last 12-mths
Apr-17
% change

Wheelchairs last 12-mths
Apr-17
% change

Hamilton

240,438

3,469,586

3,995

-14.5%

-4.7%

-6%

Monthly patronage (year to date)
450,000

Total passenger boardings

400,000
350,000
300,000
250,000
200,000
150,000
100,000
50,000
0
Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

2015/16

Jan

Feb

3,469,586

-4.7%

Total

Apr

May

Jun

2016/17

Passenger type last 12-mths
Payment type last 12-mths
Type
Apr-17
% change
Type
Apr-17
% change
Adult
1,467,148
-8.3%
Cash
332,658
-11.7%
Child
757,039
-3.9%
Other
4,647
-16.5%
Senior
393,123
-1.9%
Prepaid
1,962,655
-3.2%
Transfer
797,587
-6.3%
SuperGold 371,874
-1.7%
University
54,689
Transfer
797,752
-6.3%
Total

Mar

3,469,586

-4.7%

Time period last 12-mths
Period
Apr-17
% change
OffPeak
1,509,440
-5.8%
Peak
1,635,374
-3.2%
Sat
211,771
-7.1%
Sun
113,001
-5.6%
Total

3,469,586

-4.7%

The following table summarises patronage change on satellite services that connect with Hamilton.
Patronage decline on the Te Awamutu and Morrinsville services appears consistent with national
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trends over the past 18 months. Potential exists for strong patronage growth on the Northern
Connector and Raglan services subject to provision of additional capacity at peak times.
Area
Hamilton
Huntly
Raglan
Cambridge
Te Awamutu
Taupo
Mangakino
Paeroa/Morrinsville
Pukekohe
Total

Monthly patronage
Apr-17
% change
240,438
-14.5%
16,572
-12.5%
3,581
-18.9%
3,875
2.0%
4,585
-14.1%
1,140
-32.9%
210
-31.4%
1,893
-15.9%
69
11.3%

Patronage last 12-mths
Apr-17
% change
3,469,586
-4.7%
246,411
-1.3%
59,762
-0.4%
50,636
0.4%
64,651
-5.8%
20,036
-15.9%
2,577
-27.1%
27,729
-5.2%
950
-1.2%

272,363

3,942,338

-14.4%

-4.4%

Wheelchairs last 12-mths
Apr-17
% change
3,995
-6%
41
-50%
4
33%
66
288%
159
-15%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
4,265

-6%

2.2 Orbiter Route Change
As outlined in the previous section of this report, patronage across a significant portion of routes within
the city has declined over the past 12 months. The most significant decline in terms of actual numbers
of boarding has occurred on the Orbiter and CBD Shuttle services, which has seen a reduction of 93,480
boarding for the 12 months through to April 2017.
By way of comparison decline on the Orbiter and CBD Shuttle service alone is roughly equal to the sum
total of patronage decline on all other routes in Hamilton combined. Reversing the patronage decline
on the Orbiter service is a high priority for the Hamilton network as a whole.
At the previous Committee meeting staff provided analysis of the nature and spatial distribution of the
patronage decline along the Orbiter route and outlined potential reasons for the decline (the analysis
is included within Appendix 3 to this report) At the meeting staff also undertook to investigate and
report back on options to simplify the Orbiter route near the University.
In October 2013 the Orbiter Route was altered within the vicinity of University as a result of Old Farm
Road being severed due to construction of Wairere Drive. The nature of the changes means that buses
now double back on themselves along Clyde Street in order to access the University (as illustrated by
the diagrams below). From a passengers’ perspective this may feel like an inefficient way to get to a
destination and may contribute to perceptions of bus travel being less convenient or direct than other
modes.
Orbiter Route Prior to October 2013
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Two options are available to simplify the route structure near the University. The options are as
follows:
A. Amend the Orbiter route to travel down Ruakura and Knighton Roads. This means that the
main Obiter service would no longer travel along the portion of Peachgrove Road between
Ruakura Road and Clyde Street. However Orbiter school assist buses would still need to service
this portion of Peachgrove Road at peak school times.
B. Amend the Orbiter route to travel down Ruakura and Knighton Roads via Nottingham Drive.
This options would also mean that the main Orbiter service would no longer travel along the
Peachgrove Road between Ruakura Road and Clyde Street. Like Option A, school assist buses
would still service this portion of Peachgrove Road at peak times.

1

2

Existing Route

Option A

Option B

via Ruakura / Knighton

via Ruakura / Nottingham / Knighton

Peak

23 min

11 min

13 min

Off-peak

11 min

7 min

10 min

Distance between points 1 & 2

5.4 km

3.5 km

4.3 km

Contract Cost

-

$94,000 reduction p/a

$53,800 reduction p/a

Travel Time - between
points 1 & 2

As outlined above Option A offers the simplest route, shortest distance, fastest travel times and
greatest cost savings compared to both the existing route and Option B.
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HCC staff have identified some potential challenges associated with the establishment of bus stops on
Ruakura Road within the vicinity of Innovation Park. These matters are discussed in more detail in HCC
update report.
Endorsement is sought from the Joint Committee to implement Option A from October this year at the
same time as:


increasing the Orbiter’s frequency to 15 minute all day Monday to Friday



amending Route 13 University to provide coverage down Old Farm Road (as confirmed in the
PT Plan)



disestablishing Route 15 Ruakura (as confirmed in the PT Plan)

It is recommended that the cost savings resulting from implementation of Option A be reinvested in
providing additional capacity on the Orbiter service at peak times in order to:


reduce the occurrences of fully loaded buses



provide capacity for patronage growth during peak periods



enhance service reliability and journey experience for passengers

2.3 CBD Shuttle & Hospital Services Review
The Waikato DHB is currently converting the old farmers building on Alexandra Street so as to
accommodate a significant number of staff in the refurbished building. Council staff are currently
engaging with DHB staff to explore the extent to which PT services can be used to provide a direct and
frequent link between the Hospital campus and the new DHB site on Alexandra Street. An update on
discussions and next steps will be provided at the joint committee meeting.

2.4 North Waikato Review
Growth in south Auckland and north Waikato is occurring at a pace and scale that is impacting on the
existing transport network and out pacing current forward planning for infrastructure and service
provision. To address this in part, Waikato Regional Council, in conjunction with Waikato District
Council, NZ Transport Agency, Auckland Transport, Auckland Council and Hamilton City Council is
working together to plan for future urban growth in the north Waikato and to identify infrastructure
and services that are needed to promote healthy and connected communities. There are two
transport planning projects currently underway in north Waikato:


North Waikato Integrated Growth Management Programme Business Case



North Waikato Public Transport network review.

The North Waikato Integrated Growth Management Programme Business Case (NW PBC) is a higher
level planning project that will help to identify an agreed land use/settlement pattern for North
Waikato, and the associated infrastructure and services (waters, transport, social and community) that
are required to support the growth over the next 30 years (2018-2048). The scope of this project will
also include the consideration of inter-regional transport connections (road and rail) between
Auckland and North Waikato.
Sitting underneath this PBC project is the North Waikato Public Transport Review, which is a more
focused piece of work being led by Waikato Regional Council and Waikato District Council. The aim of
this project is to respond to the current transport demands and needs of the community in North
Waikato and to identify some potential public transport solutions that could inform the NW PBC and
be delivered within the Council’s next Long Term Plan (2018-21). The review will focus on areas
generally north of Huntly and south of Auckland encompassing Pokeno, Tuakau, Port Waikato,
Meremere and Te Kauwhata.
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The PT review is being progressed in accordance with the principles of NZ Transport Agency’s
businesses case approach. The review is at the point of identifying a long list of potential options for
discussion. The options would be subject to detailed feasibility assessments if progressed further. The
long list of options was informed by a household transport survey and a workshop with community
representatives. The initial service level concepts outlined below:

Hamilton

Auckland



Pokeno to Pukekohe - Provision of a regular bus service between Pokeno & Pukekohe via
Tuakau weekdays and on weekends. Designed to integrate with train services from Pukekohe
to Auckland.



Huntly to Pukekohe - Provision of a daily of peak return service between Huntly and
Pukekohe via north Waikato towns Monday to Friday, providing community connectivity and
broader access to essential services.



Te Kauwhata to Hamilton – Extension of the existing Huntly bus service extended to Te
Kauwhata for one return trip during peak periods on weekdays, providing access to
employment, education and social opportunities



Hamilton, Huntly, Pokeno to Papakura Express Service – Provision of a weekday commuter
bus service intended to provide fast and direct access between Hamilton City, north Waikato
towns and Auckland. Could potentially be supplemented by park and rde locations at the The
Base, Huntly and Pokeno.



Port Waikato to Pukekohe – options include retaining the existing once a week service, or
replacing the timetabled bus with a community transport option.



Community Transport Initiatives – Supporting transport initiatives initiated and operated by
community organisations, typically highly flexible and adept at meeting specific community
needs.

A couple of the options identified above include connections with Hamilton and initial feedback from
committee members will be sought at the meeting.
It is important to note that the concepts outlined above are for discussion only. None of the options
are funded and detailed feasibility assessments are yet to undertaken.

2.5 Special Events
Special events are key to Hamilton, and the wider Waikato region. They provide opportunities for
increased tourism and economic benefits, as well as contributing to making our region a better place
to live in. Special event also provides an opportunities to promote the use of public transport to those
that are otherwise less likely to become passengers.
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Public transport is a significant component of many of our region’s special events and support is given
as follows:
Balloons over Waikato – March
TOTAL
2016

2017

diff

City

2593

2680

3%

The Base

4096

3170

-23%

Grosvenor Park

4186

3086

-26%

Melville

2729

2436

-11%

Frankton

3011

2920

-3%

Total

16615

14292

-14%

Patronage numbers on the Nightglow buses weren’t as high as 2016, but more than 14,000 passengers
still utilised the service. This decrease may have been to do with the bad weather on the afternoon of
the event.
The bus service ran extremely well this year with continuous buses throughout the night and only
positive passenger and media feedback.
World Masters Games – April
The Regional Council PT team supported the World Masters Games events that took place in Waipa
last month with planning and promotional support for the extended Cambridge bus route. The World
Masters Games fully funded the additional services that operated to an enhanced timetable and also
travelled to the event locations at Karapiro and the AvantiDrome. Passengers on these services paid
the normal Cambridge fares.
Services were used by event spectators and visitors to the region, as well as being warmly welcomed
by regular users of the Cambridge services, many of them commenting they wished the extended
timetable was an everyday occurrence.
Fieldays - June
Council staff work closely with the Fieldays Society and Go Bus to provide and promote the free bus
service between Hamilton and Mystery Creek.


Last year 4,800 passengers were carried on direct bus services to/from, up 15% on 2015



This year WRC will continue to provide free on urban and regional public bus services for
passengers connecting on to the Fieldays shuttles, reducing car journeys and congestion in
the region further during this busy time. Last year 744 passengers took advantage of the free
connecting bus services.

Peter Nation, CE of Mystery Creek will present at the joint committee meeting and discuss the future
of the events venue and opportunities to better utilise public transport to support events.
Stadium Shuttle – year-round
The Regional Council, in association with Hamilton City Council, the Chiefs and FMG Stadium Waikato
promote and run a free bus service from Hamilton’s CBD and hospitality district to/from the Stadium
on rugby, league and other big event days. For Chiefs home games, patronage averages around 400
people.
Doc # 10364057
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This June sees a Lions game take place at the Stadium, so additional buses and promotion will be put
on for this sell-out match. Work is currently underway with H3 to provide the normal Stadium Shuttle
services and a modified Night Rider route throughout the night due to the large numbers expected in
town. These extra services will be funded by H3.

2.6 Public Transport Marketing
For the past quarter, passenger communications and marketing have focused on:


Launch of regional service improvements, with benefits to Hamilton users



University of Waikato fare concession promotion



Balloons over Waikato park and ride, World Masters Games and Stadium Shuttle promotion



Introduction of a new feedback and complaints system

Marketing and communications for the next three months will focus on:


Launching the real-time passenger information upgrade, including promotion of the real-time
app and bus stop signage.



Northern suburbs and fare review stakeholder and community engagement



Passenger communications about October service changes and marketing of the new network



Fieldays bus services marketing



Increased community promotion of bus services, including planned visits at the Waikato
Migrant Centre, community centres, retirement villages and assisted bus journeys



Creation of video footage to promote the network.

3. Assessment of Significance
To the best of the writer’s knowledge, this decision is not significantly inconsistent with nor is
anticipated to have consequences that will be significantly inconsistent with any policy adopted by this
local authority or any plan required by the Local Government Act 2002 or any other enactment.

Andrew Wilson
Manager, Public Transport Operations
Waikato Regional Council

Mike Garrett
Chief Financial Officer
Waikato Regional Council

Appendices
Appendix 1 – RPTP Key Actions Overview
Appendix 2 - Summary of Hamilton Network Changes 2015 – 2025
Appendix 3 – Orbiter Analysis
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Appendix 1 – RPTP Key Actions Overview
Policy Focus Area 1 - Network & Service Provision
Key Actions

Indicative Timeframe
2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Committee
Update

This report

Implement revised bus network

August

Service performance review - six monthly.
MoE school bus review

This report

Implement special events policy

Complete

Policy Focus Area 2 - Fares & Ticketing
Key Actions

Indicative Timeframe
2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Committee
Update

Comprehensive fare structure review

This Report

Implement new ticketing system – buses

This Report

Total mobility review

August

Annual fare level review

August

Policy Focus Area 3 - Branding & Marketing;
Key Actions

Indicative Implementation Timeframe

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Committee
Update

Review BUSIT branding and application

Complete

Specify vehicle branding requirements

Complete
August

Develop and annually review marketing plan

Policy Focus Area 4 – Aligning Services, Infrastructure & Land Use
Key Actions

Indicative Implementation Timeframe

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Committee
Update

Develop joint PT infrastructure plan

TBD

Upgrade real -time passenger info system

TBD
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Policy Focus Area 5 – Procurement & Contract Management
Key Actions

Indicative Implementation Timeframe

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Committee
Update

Complete

Develop and procure new bus contracts

Policy Focus Area 6 - Funding & Investment
Key Actions

Indicative Implementation Timeframe

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Committee
Update

Investigate alternative funding sources

TBD

Investigate integrated pricing policies

TBD
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Appendix 2 - Summary of Hamilton Network Changes Confirmed in the Regional Public Transport Plan 2015 - 2025
Areas

Glenview
Melville

Benefits

Route 12-Fitzroy will become a seven day a week service. From 6pm weekdays and all day on weekend
the route will no longer go via Lake Crescent, and will instead travel along Pembroke Street via the
Hospital.

Provision of a seven day a week service is s
significant improvement. Travelling via the
Hospital will enable easier connections with other
services.

Existing users on Lake Crescent will have a
reduced level of service.

Route 6-Mahoe and Route 7-Glenview will be combined after 6pm weekdays and all day on weekends.

Enables reallocation of resource to elsewhere
within the network

The route becomes longer after 6pm on weekdays
and during weekends. The change is not expected
to have a significant impact on patronage.

Route 9-Nawton bus will travel to The Base every trip

Increases accessibility to a major activity and
employment centre. The change is expected to
result in positive patronage growth.

Route 8-Frankton will go from a 20 minute service in the peak to a 30 minute frequency.

Implemented – January 2017

Route 18-Te Rapa will travel to The Base every trip.

Increases accessibility to a major activity and
employment centre. The change is expected to
result in positive patronage growth.

The service will no longer travel along Oakfield
Crescent in Pukete.

Route 29 – Lake & Gardens will no longer travel to the Lake – instead it will become a dedicated transport
link between the Transport Centre, Hamilton East and Hamilton Gardens, with additional scheduled trips
to Hamilton Park Cemetery at Newstead on Wednesday, Saturday and Sunday.

Increases accessibility within Hamilton East and
connectivity to the Hamilton Gardens.

No longer services The Lake directly.

Western Suburbs

Fitzroy

Frankton
Nawton
Dinsdale
Bremworth
Te Rapa
St Andrews
Pukete
Hamilton Gardens

Areas

Changes to Commence 2018
Route 16-Rototuna, Rototuna Direct East (RDE) and Rototuna Direct West (RDW) services will be
combined to make two high-frequency, seven day a week bus routes, extending to both ends of Borman
Road. The services will travel near the new high school.

Rototuna
Flagstaff

Eastern Suburbs

Chartwell
Fairfield

Hillcrest
Silverdale
Hamilton East
Claudelands

Implications to be Factored into
Communication Plan

Changes to Commence 2017

Benefit

Implications to be Factored into
Communication Plan

Provides a significant improvement for existing
users and extends services into new areas. The
change is expected to result in positive
patronage growth.

Requires additional resource. Existing users on
Clarkin Road will have a reduced level of service.

Route 30-Northerner will be combined with Route 5-Chartwell, running seven days a week. This service
will become an hourly off-peak service with the Herbert/Bankwood loop being removed. The terminus will
become Huntington.

Provides a significant improvement for majority of
existing users. The change is expected to result
in positive patronage growth.

Some existing users on Herbert Street and the top
end of Bankwood Road will have a reduced level
of service.

Route 11-Fairfield will be extended and will terminate at Westfield Chartwell.

Increases accessibility to a major activity and
employment centre. The change is expected to
result in positive patronage growth.

Route 15-Ruakura will be disestablished, reducing duplication of bus routes in this area. Routes 2Silverdale, 10-Hillcrest, 14-Claudelands and the Orbiter will continue to run in the areas previously served
by route 15-Ruakura. There will no longer be a bus service inside the Nottingham Drive subdivision, or
along Enderly, Brooklyn, Ruakura, Crosher or Helena.

Enables a reallocation of resource to elsewhere
within the network.

Existing users within the vicinity of Route 15Ruakura will have a reduced level of service. The
change is not expected to have a significant
impact on patronage.

The 17 Hamilton East route and the 10 Hillcrest route will be amended. Route 17 will travel to the
University at peak times only and Rote 10 will provide enhanced services to Riverlea all day. There will no
longer be a bus service to the eastern end of Brookfield Street.

Enables a reallocation of resources to elsewhere
within the network and better aligns the supply of
services with the demand for services within the
Hamilton East locality.

Users within the vicinity McFarlane Street will have
a reduced level of service during off-peak periods.
The 17 Route will travel less frequently to the
university.

Route 10 Hillcrest will become a seven day a week service.

Provides a significant improvement for existing
users. The change is expected to result in
positive patronage growth.

Route 4-Flagstaff will be split into two services (Flagstaff East and Flagstaff West), with one branch
extending to Woodridge and the other to Cumberland. Buses will no longer travel along Clarkin (instead
Bankwood/Heaphy will become a high frequency corridor) meaning Fairfield Intermediate and the back
entrance to Dio will no longer be directly served.
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Appendix 3 – Orbiter Analysis
As outlined in the previous section of this report, patronage across a significant portion of routes within the city has
declined over the past 12 months. The most significant decline in terms of actual numbers of boarding has occurred
on the Orbiter and CBD Shuttle services, which has seen a reduction of 93,480 boarding for the 12 months through
to April 2017.
By way of comparison decline on the Orbiter and CBD Shuttle service alone is about equal to the sum total of
patronage decline on all other routes in Hamilton combined. Reversing the patronage decline on the Orbiter service
is a high priority for the Hamilton network as a whole.
The nature of the Orbiter route is such that it influences the operation and patronage of nearly all other routes in
the City. This is because the Orbiter route intersects with the majority of other routes within Hamilton and there is
a significant number of passengers that transfer between Orbiter services and other routes. Approximately 23% of
all passenger in Hamilton transfer between two or more buses to complete their journey.
Reversing the patronage decline on the Orbiter service is a high priority for the Hamilton network as a whole. Staff
have been undertaking analysis of the nature and spatial distribution of the patronage decline along the Orbiter
route. The analysis has shown that:


patronage change on the western side of the city has been largely static with the notable exception
being an increase in patronage associated the Orbiter service at The Base in Te Rapa.



the most significant decline of patronage has occurred along the eastern corridor, comprising
Peachgrove and Hukanui Roads: primarily between Chartwell in the north and Clyde Street in the
south.



The patronage decline appears to have a correlation with the completion of the Wairere Drive through
to Cambridge Road as illustrated by the graph below.

Sep-16

Jun-16

Mar-16

Dec-15

Sep-15

Jun-15

Mar-15

Dec-14

Sep-14

Jun-14

Mar-14

Dec-13

Wairere Dr to Cambridge Rd

Sep-13open (May 2014)

Jun-13

Mar-13

Dec-12

Sep-12

Jun-12

Mar-12

Dec-11

Sep-11

940,000
920,000
900,000
880,000
860,000
840,000
820,000
800,000
780,000
760,000
740,000
720,000
Jun-11

12 month rolling patronage

12 month rolling patronage trend for Orbiter

Further analysis was undertaken to identify key factors that may have changed at about the same time Wairere
Drive was completed to Cambridge Road, through to the present day. The following factors were identified:


Completion of Wairere Drive through to Cambridge Road may have increased the relative ease of
traveling by car, which may have contributed to patronage decline. This is supported by patronage
research undertaken in 2015, where a number of respondents specifically cited roading improvements
such as Wairere Drive and the relative ease of driving as a contributing factor to their decision not use
public transport.



2013 through to 2016 also saw declines in fuel prices and decreases to interest rates, which also served
to increase the relative affordability of driving a car. For example in 2015, real petrol prices fell sharply,
by 9.8% in real terms, which followed a marginal fall in 2014 of 1.9%.
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The eastern corridor (Peachgrove Rd, Hukanui Rd and Clyde St) is subject to heavy patronage demand
at peak times. From June 2015 through to June 2016 there were 480 instances where Orbiter vehicles
were fully loaded.



Service reliability along the eastern corridor is variable at peak times, services can often be subject to
significant delays depending on traffic conditions. The extent of traffic delays can vary from day to day.
From a passengers’ perspective, delays during peak periods generally results in extended journey times
on crowded vehicles.



In October 2013 the Orbiter Route was altered within the vicinity of University as a result of Old Farm
Road being severed due to construction of Wairere Drive. The nature of the changes mean that buses
now double back on themselves along Clyde Street in order to access the University (as illustrated by
the diagrams below). From a passengers’ perspective this may feel like an inefficient way to get to a
destination and may contribute to perceptions of bus travel being less convenient or direct than other
modes.
Orbiter Route Prior to October 2013
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Report to Hamilton Public Transport Joint Committee
May 2017 – To be received
File No:

03 04 21

Date:

25 May 2017

To:

Chief Executive Officer

From:

Jason Harrison, Unit Manager, City Transportation

Subject:

Hamilton City Council Activity Report

Section:

A (Committee has delegated authority to make decision)

1. Purpose
To provide the Committee with an update on Access Hamilton, public transport infrastructure and the
Transport Centre review from Hamilton City Council.
Recommendation:
That the report “Hamilton City Council Activity Report” (Doc #10542807 dated25 May 2017) be
received for information.
2. Access Hamilton Update
Since the last update in March there have been several Access Hamilton Task Force meetings including
HCC elected members and staff, WRC elected members and staff from NZTA. The Task Force supports
the problems, benefits and objectives for the city and discussed the type of activities they would like
to see developed as part of the programme of work for consideration as part of HCC’s 2018-28 10 year
plan discussions.
HCC, WRC and NZTA staff had a meeting (23 May 2017) to agree a strategic city wide map of key
corridors for investment that will deliver on the Access Hamilton objectives, agreed on a prioritised
approach for the key corridors into the city, and discuss the activities of a preferred work programme.
The problems, benefits and objectives along with the preferred programme direction will be presented
to HCC’s elected members at a councillor briefing (15 June 2017). HCC’s Growth and Infrastructure
Committee (20 June 2017) will receive a staff report outlining the problems, benefits and objectives
tabled at the Task Force, and the programme business case. The programme is expected to be
presented to NZTA’s VAC (29 June 2017) and then the NZTA board (7 August 2017).
3. Ruakura Road Infrastructure Requirements / Issues
With the Orbiter bus service route changing from October 2017 to include Ruakura Road, staff from
both HCC and WRC have been working together to understand the service and infrastructure
requirements.
Docs # 10542807
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There are already bus stops in place on Ruakura Road between Peachgrove Rd and Wairere Drive which
were established at the time of upgrading this section of road. A signalised pedestrian crossing
provides a safe crossing location for those needing to cross the road in this general location.
For the section of Ruakura Rd between Wairere Drive and Knighton Rd (shown in red below) it is
difficult to establish new stops – noting that there has been a strong desire expressed by Innovation
Park to have something in this vicinity. This section of Ruakura Rd has not been urbanised and
therefore doesn’t have kerb and channel.
A very basic bus stop could be established the northern side (i.e.
eastern bound direction) just past the Innovation Park entrance.
There is no room for a bus shelter due to the narrow berm which is
immediately adjacent to an open drain and an accessible kerb could
not be provided due to the lack of kerb and channel. There is not a
footpath on this side of Ruakura Rd apart from a short length at the
Innovation Park entrance which was installed a couple of years ago
to link to a pedestrian refuge island in this location.
For the city bound (western direction) section there is no safe
location able to be identified due to site constraints (i.e. width of
the berm, footpath and street light locations, trees) and lack of kerb
and channel.

One option that could be considered for this side is to create a ‘recessed’ bus bay (i.e. hard stand
recessed area but no accessible kerb) that would enable the bus to stop clear of through traffic, but
would likely impede the on-road cycle lane. Funding for this type of project would need to be put
forward for consideration against other projects for the 2017/18 Discretionary Transport Fund. If
unsuccessful this project would then be put up as a candidate for subsequent applications to the
Discretionary Transport Fund. An update on the viability of this option will be provided at the
committee meeting.
Currently there is funding in the 2015-28 10 Year Plan for traffic signals at the Ruakura/Knighton
intersection in 2020/21. The actual urbanisation of this section of road is currently in Council’s 30 year
plan for 2025-28 and is due to be looked at again (i.e. the timing) as part of the 2018-28 10 Year Plan
discussions.
A possible alternate route would be through Nottingham Drive, into Old Farm Rd and then Knighton
Rd (shown in yellow below). This route is not considered suitable for the Orbiter as it is narrow and
winding and not in keeping with the direct style of route that is normally used for this service. It would
also not provide bus stops within easy walking distance of Innovation Park.
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4. Other Infrastructure Matters
HCC staff have worked with WRC staff to understand what additional infrastructure requirements are
needed to service the plans bus service extensions in Hamilton North. To date no infrastructure
changes have been noted.
5. Transport Centre Review
The consultant MWH were engaged to undertake an assessment of the Transport Centre and consider
the current arrangement and operation of the site against the current needs and good practice. It is
intended that the outputs from the final report will be used to inform a possible work programme for
considerations in the HCC 2018-28 10 year plan discussions.
The assessment is grouped into four categories:
 Safety
 Accessibility
 Amenity
 Capacity
Initial feedback from MWH is whilst the Centre remains in a good state of repair and delivers the basic
functions required from a transport centre there has been 15 years of growth and changing user
expectations that should be considered.
While MWH are yet to provide their draft report they have provided details of their proposed ‘Short
Term Improvement Plan’ (summarised in Table 1) and ‘Long Term Concepts’ (summarised in Table 2)
that will be considered by staff as part of the review of the draft report.
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Table 1: Short Term Improvement Plan (Status DRAFT)
Actions
Benefits
External Modifications

Widen the footpath along Bryce Street (repurpose
vegetated area behind footpath).

Safety – currently the combination of waiting passengers and
pedestrians walking along Bryce Street exceeds the capacity of the
footpath. As such encroachments into the bus bay are common,
there are reports of various near misses between buses and
pedestrians. Widening the footpath should be considered a short
term fix until a site redevelopment can be undertaken.
Accessibility – the footpath width is insufficient for peak demand
and conflicts are common.

Pedestrian barrier along the Bryce Street bus stop to limit
the opportunity for passengers to stand on bus bay.

Safety – provides a physical barrier that will discourage use of the
bus stop for waiting; this must be done following widening of
current footpath.

Remove/fix any graffiti or minor vandalism within one
week.

Amenity – evidence shows that prompt removal of damage to
public areas decreases the change of further petty damage and
provides a sense of a safer well-tended environment.

Improve the disabled parking space layout.

Accessibility – currently awkward to access and manoeuvre out of
and would benefit from a delineated vehicle free area between
spaces.

Use existing canopy support columns to mount timetables.

Accessibility – removing superfluous sign posts from the pedestrian
thoroughfare reduces the number of obstructions.

Provide clear information at Intercity stands; at a
minimum provide the next bus’ destination and the
expected departure time.

Accessibility – the current level of available information is confusing
for Intercity transport users and has been especially apparent for
passengers with learning difficulties.

Install “beacon” aids to provide travel information to
visually impaired passengers via a smart phone app.

Accessibility – blue-tooth beacons and a receiving smart phone app
will allow audible transmittal of travel and infrastructure
information to users.

Provide a clear path through the main building, as
currently there is too much clutter at the main entrance.
Build-in furniture and use suspended signage where
appropriate.

Accessibility – amount of signage, furniture and other objects
makes passage through the centre difficult for anyone with buggies,
wheelchairs, visual impairment or large wheeled luggage.
Amenity – random sets of objects make the Centre look cluttered
and reduces the sense of place.

Larger bus stands on Bryce and Anglesea Streets.

Environment – there is insufficient protection from the elements
for waiting passengers, especially Intercity passengers with
luggage.

Relocate the Bryce Street pedestrian refuge further
towards Tristram Street to encourage use by Girls High
students.

Safety – the current pedestrian refuge is underutilised and not on a
desire line.

Correct deficiencies in tactile markings both internally and
on the immediately surrounding road.

Accessibility – directional tactiles are important guidance aids for
visually impaired, currently there are gaps in locations of tactiles.
Safety – additional warning tactiles are required in various locations
to warn of hazards, such as platform edges

Provide green surfacing on cycle lanes as they approach
the Bryce/Anglesea St intersection and other areas of
conflict.

Safety – a busy intersection with buses merging from the left hand
bus bays. A clear intended route for cyclists will guide all users.

Trim planting near staff parking

Safety – dense planting close to secluded parking area could be
used to conceal anti-social activities.
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Actions
Improve wayfinding, including having route maps and
information at all key entrances onto the site.
Provide wider crossing points with more gradual change in
gradients at all pedestrian facilities on the approach to the
Transport Centre.

Benefits
Accessibility – clear signage is important for visiting passengers.
Amenity – directional signage also provides an opportunity for
promoting Hamilton through good branding.
Accessibility – current crossings are too narrow for peak numbers,
and makes it awkward for disabled users to occupy the space they
require to manoeuvre unimpeded.

Internal Modifications
Install charging points in more accessible locations, e.g.
café benches.

Amenity – allows waiting passengers to charge devices without
congregating around the only available group of electrical sockets.

Distinguish between private and public entrances by
painting private doors so they blend into the wall colour.

Amenity – makes the centre more self-explaining by removing
confusion between public and private entrances.

Provide more contrasting colours on key information and
directional facilities, including paving.

Accessibility – visually impaired require certain combinations of
contrasting colour to aid recognition.

Review all internal fixtures and fittings to ensure they look
like they suit their location. For example, build luggage
storage into the wall to make it look like it is a designed
feature.

Amenity – providing a clear message that the centre is well
maintained reinforces a pride of place and safe environment.

Table 2: Long Term Concepts (Status DRAFT)
Actions

Benefits

Long Term Aim - Providing a high quality interchange environment will improve all aspects of a user’s experience. It will
influence how it is perceived by users, operators and providers; whether it has characteristics which give it a significant identity;
whether its quality of design, configuration and facilities make it feel safe, creating social, economic and environmental value
and instilling a sense of civic pride in those who use it.
The perception of an interchange is based on a combination of performance, accessibility and function, all of which form an
essential part of a user’s experience.
Below are just some of the options that may form the basis for achieving the above.
Signage – provide real time information at all bus stops,
with link into a “beacon” system to relay the same
information to visually impaired users.

Reconfigure the southern side of the site to allow regional
buses to load and unload away from the public highway
(see attached plan).

Accessibility - provides up to date travel information at a source
that is accessible to all travellers.
Amenity - having easy to read and locate travel information reduces
anxiety in infrequent PT users.
Safety – removes the need for regional buses to wait on Bryce
Street. In turn it eliminates the conflict point between waiting
passengers and pedestrians. Removing these bus bays allows for
the provision of a pedestrian refuge to be installed in line with the
desire line from Wintec.
Amenity – bringing the regional passengers into the Transport
Centre promotes a greater sense of place.

Re-evaluate the traffic mix and parking duration within
the main site to reduce the medium term parking.
Enforce drop-off/pick-up durations only, encourage taxis
to use the facility less. This will involve providing a
dedicated taxi facility elsewhere.
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required to remove the Bryce street bus stops and route buses
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Actions

Add an additional upper level to the café that overlooks
the site. This serves the dual purpose of providing a
secondary fire exit route via an external fire escape.

Extend the width of the existing bus stop canopy to
provide more weather protection. Remove existing
shelters and provide purpose designed facilities.

Benefits
Amenity – provides additional café floor area with elevated vantage
overlooking the locality
Safety – improved emergency exit opportunities for occupants of
the 1st floor office space in the building. Elevated vantage provides
excellent passive surveillance that is known to reduce anti-social
behaviour.
Amenity – one of the most important measures of PT customer
satisfaction is the provision of a comfortable waiting environment.
The current canopy width and height affords very little protection
from the elements, with users having to crowd in small areas to
obtain the maximum shelter.

Provide covered cycle parking

Amenity - long term cycle parking should be covered to shield from
changeable conditions.

Close the current main exit onto the bus stands and open
up onto the western side (position of the current Intercity
ticketing office).

Amenity – the current exit onto the waiting area is too narrow and
placed in an area of high through usage that causes continual
conflicting movement.

Introduce strong local and cultural branding to provide a
gateway into the city and a central focus for regeneration
of the surrounding area.

Amenity – a strong sense of place for users and the surrounding
communities and businesses.

Provide a translucent barrier at the southern edge of the
canopy to provide guidance for visually impaired; this
would also provide delineation between waiting and
footpath areas.

Relocate the toilets to the current ticketing office location
to provide a maze style entrance/exit that is not secluded
from the rest of the building.

Accessibility – the curved profile of the platform is difficult to
navigate for visually impaired, especially those using guide dogs. A
smooth surfaced barrier would provide a safe guide to follow and
transparent materials will prevent the barriers being used to
obscure anti-social behaviour.
Amenity – a barrier can be logoed to create a strong brand and
promote Hamilton to arriving visitors.
Amenity – the toilet facilities are often reported as a transportation
centre’s main concern. There has been a history of complaints
about the current level of service. Moving the toilets away from a
narrow secluded hallway would help provide a safer feeling
environment. The water pressure is also insufficient to deal with
the waves of demand; the water supply issues should be addressed
at the same time.
Amenity – a protected environment that is comfortable to use in all
conditions and promotes a clear sense of place to encourage PT
from all demographics.

Provide a new bus stand canopy that provides protection
from adverse atmospheric conditions, including high
winds, rain, direct sun and high heats.

Accessibility – a central pedestrian movement zone integrated to
separate waiting and moving passengers. A zone clearly defined
with aids will assist mobility.
Safety – automatic gates can be utilised to control access onto the
bus stands when loading/unloading is in operation.
Capacity – the bus shelter can operate from both sides to allow a
more buses to transit through at any one time.

Remove staff parking from back of site; this is required to
provide space for redevelopment but also beneficial from
a safety and operational point of view.
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Capacity – removing staff parking is required for long term site
redevelopment.
Safety – having private vehicles access the Centre sends a mixed
message to other road users who will consider accesses as available
for all traffic.
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Jason Harrison
Unit Manager, City Transportation
Hamilton City Council
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Report to Hamilton Public Transport Joint Committee
June 2017 – Decision Required
File No:

03 04 21

Date:

23 May 2017

To:

Chief Executive Officer

From:

Chief Financial Officer

Subject:

Waipa and Waikato District Council memberships on Hamilton Public
Transport Joint Committee

Section

B (For recommendation to Council)

Purpose
To consider a proposal to include membership on the Hamilton Public Transport Joint Committee (HPTJC)
from Waikato District Council and Waipa District Council on matters relating to satellite services.
Recommendations:
THAT the report “Waipa and Waikato District Council memberships on Hamilton Public Transport Joint
Committee” (Doc #10425031 dated 23 May 2017) be received, and
Recommended to Hamilton City Council and Waikato Regional Council:
1. THAT the membership of the HPTJC be amended to include a member from Waipa and Waikato District
Councils on matters relating to satellite services.
2. THAT the HPTJC project agreement be varied and the Terms of Reference amended to accommodate
the change in membership.
Background
The HPTJC has been established to oversee the implementation and monitoring of the Regional Public
Transport Plan in Hamilton. At the March HPTJC meeting, there was discussion around the possibility of
including representation from Waipa District Council and Waikato District Council to enable consideration of
satellite service matters that are of joint interest between the councils.
Below is a table of passenger numbers on satellite services from Waikato and Waipa councils:

Waikato District

April 2017
Patronage last 12-mths

Area
Huntly
Raglan
Pukekohe

Apr-17
246,411
59,762
950

% change
-1.3%
-0.4%
-1.2%

Total

307,123

-1.2%
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Waipa District

April 2017
Patronage last 12-mths

Area
Cambridge
Te Awamutu

Apr-17
50,636
64,651

% change
0.4%
-5.8%

Total

115,287

-3.2%

Given the scope of responsibility delegated to the HPTJC, it would be inappropriate for districts outside of
Hamilton to be voting on Hamilton Urban Transport matters. Therefore it is recommended that voting by
Waikato and Waipa District Council members be restricted to matters relating to satellite services.
Options
To accommodate membership from Waipa and Waikato District Council staff propose that each meeting
agenda be arranged in sections as follows:
 General Rural Public Transport update on matters of interest
 Satellite services
 Hamilton urban services
This would allow for the Waipa and Waikato District Council members eligible only to vote on satellite
matters.
Issue
Clause 5 of the HPTJC Agreement states that the Agreement may be varied, but only with the endorsement
of the HPTJC. Following endorsement by HPTJC both Hamilton City Council and Waikato Regional Council
will be required to approve. Once approved the Agreement will be varied and the Terms of Reference
amended.
Legislative context
Schedule 7, clause 30 of the Local Government Act 2002 provides that a local authority may appoint a joint
committee with another local authority or other public body in accordance with clause 30A. Clause 30A
requires the local authority to reach agreement with every other local authority or public body that is to
appoint members to first reach agreement on the number of members from each organisation, how the
chairperson and deputy chairperson is to be appointed, terms of reference, responsibilities, and how the
agreement may be varied.
Policy Considerations
To the best of the writer’s knowledge, this decision is not significantly inconsistent with nor is anticipated to
have consequences that will be significantly inconsistent with any policy adopted by this local authority or
any plan required by the Local Government Act 2002 or any other enactment.
Conclusion
The HPTJC has been established to oversee the implementation and monitoring of the Regional Public
Transport Plan in Hamilton. It is recommended that the HPTJC consider the proposal to include membership
from Waipa District Council and Waikato District Council on matters relating to satellite services where there
is a joint interest with Hamilton City.

Mali Ahipene
Manager, Democracy Services
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Mike Garrett
Chief Financial Officer
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